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Wannacry ransomware ‘hero’ pleads guilty to US   

hacking charges 

A British computer security researcher once hailed as a “hero” 

for helping stem a ransomware outbreak and later accused of 

creating malware to attack the banking system said Friday he 

pleaded guilty to US criminal charges. 

Marcus Hutchins, whose arrest in 2017 stunned the computer 

security community, acknowledged in a statement pleading 

guilty to criminal charges linked to his activity in 2014 and 

2015. 

“I regret these actions and accept full responsibility for my 

mistakes,” the 24-year-old Hutchins, known by his alias 

“MalwareTech,” wrote, noting that the charges related to his 

activity prior to his work in security. 

“Having grown up, I’ve since been using the same skills that I 

misused several years ago for constructive purposes. I will 

continue to devote my time to keeping people safe from malware 

attacks.” 

Hutchins in 2017 found a “kill switch” to stem the spread of the 

devastating WannaCry ransomware outbreak, prompting 

widespread news reports calling him a hero. Months later he was 

arrested after attending the Def Con gathering of computer 

hackers in Las Vegas. The case drew fire from critics who 

argued that researchers often work with computer code that can 

be deployed for malicious purposes. 

A federal indictment unsealed in Wisconsin accused Hutchins 

and another individual of making and distributing the Kronos 

“banking Trojan,” a reference to malicious software designed to 

steal user names and passwords used on online banking sites. 

 

 Latest Update 
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India’s Spice Jet to give hiring preference 

to employees of Jet Airways 

 
India’s SpiceJet Ltd said on Friday it will prioritize 

hiring employees of Jet Airways Ltd who are losing 

their jobs after the crisis-hit Indian airline halted all 

flight operations indefinitely this week. 

“We have already provided jobs to more than 100 

pilots, more than 200 cabin crew and more than 200 

technical and airport staff,” said Ajay Singh, 

chairman and managing director of SpiceJet. “We 

will do more.” 

Hundreds of Jet Airways employees protested in 

Delhi and Mumbai on Thursday to push its 

management for answers about their future after the 

airline shut down all flight operations on Wednesday 

having failed to secure new funding from its lenders. 

Jet Airways has lost many employees as the crisis 

unfolded. About 400 pilots have moved to other 

airlines, leaving Jet with about 1,300 pilots, a senior 

Jet pilot told Reuters. About 40 engineers have also 

left, a senior engineer said. 

Lenders, led by State Bank Of India, say they are 

hopeful of a successful bidding process for Jet. The 

carrier is saddled with about $1.2 billion in debt. 

Low cost carrier SpiceJet, which pledged to add 27 

planes over the next two weeks to help to fill in the 

slots left vacant by Jet’s grounding, said that it is 

making all possible efforts to minimize passenger 

inconvenience. 

The government plans to form a committee to 

temporarily allocate takeoff and landing slots left 

vacant by the grounding of Jet’s flights, a senior 

official said on Thursday. Local airlines including 

InterGlobe Aviation Ltd and state-run Air India are 

likely to benefit 

Air India on Thursday offered special fares to 

passengers stranded in international routes due to 

Jet’s grounding. 

 

 
 

 

College Updates 

Chairman’s Dinner: 28th April 2019 

 

Shri Dev Murti Ji, Chairman, SRMS Trust organized 

a Dinner Party for the passing out batches of B.Tech. 

B. Pharm., MCA, MBA, M. Tech. of SRMS CET and 

SRMS CETR, Bareilly. ‘Never Say Goodbye’ was 

the theme of the fun filled evening that was held at 

the SRMS Alakhnanda Club. All the students, faculty 

members, staff and management of the colleges 

participated in the revelries with great enthusiasm to 

make the moments memorable.  

 

 

 
 

 

Celebration of Phool Bangla: 30th April 2019 

Every season has its special significance in this earth, 

and summer is no exception. As the season arrives in 

holy Braj, juhi, bela, ratrani, motia and other summer 

flowers rise to the occasion of serving Bihariji and 

welcoming His devotees with the sweetest fragrance 

in the world. From Chaitra Shukla Ekadashi (March) 

to Shravan Krishna Amavasya (August), Bihariji 

enjoys the Phool Bangla, meaning the house of 

flowers. On this special occasion SRMS Trust 

organize a special programme at campus. Shri Radha 

Mohan & Narmadeshwar Temple, situated at the 

college premises was decorated with exotic flowers 

& fauna, an initiative by Respected Chairman Sir, 

Mr. Dev Murti Ji. Prasad distribution was followed 

by conduction of “Maha-arti”at 7:00 pm. 
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Departmental Activity    

“Paradigm 2019” Annual 

Management Fest, FMS SRMS: 3rd  April 2019. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prizes were honored to all vanquishers and the title of 

“Best Memer” was awarded to Humair Ali from 

MBA 1st year and “Best Markter” was awarded to 
Muskan Vaish from MBA 2nd year.  

Last but not the least event ended with by nominating 

the new office bearers that is the upcoming president 
of management club Mr. Achindra Dev Singh and 

vice president of management club Arpita Jaiswal. 

 
Hasta La Vista (FAREWELL) 2K19, 

FMS SRMS, BAREILLY: 25
th

 APRIL, 2019. 
 

Hasta La Vista – Farewell has been organized by 

FMS SRMS on 25th April 2019 to cherish some more 

memories with the outgoing batch 2017-2019 and to 

bid them Goodbye.  

 

A good start always gives positive vibes so the event 

was started with the lamp lightening ceremony which 

was followed by Saraswati Vandana. While the event 

was about to start, the outgoing batch celebrate the 

memories of the years spent in the institute by 

sharing a small video with all audience.  

 

The event had dynamic performances like comedy, 

mimicry, dancing & singing. The event was full of 

games & amusing completions among the student of 

outgoing batch. Students took active part in modeling 

and students were endowed with various titles like 

Ms. Farewell, Mr. Farewell, Ms. Gorgeous, Mr. 

Handsome where Pratiksha Singh got the title of Ms. 

Farewell & Anmol Kumar Singh got the title of Mr. 

Farewell & Koushal Sharma got the title of Ms. 

Gorgeous whereas Ayush Mehrotra got the title of 

Mr. Handsome.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 Paradigm 2019 has been diligently organized. There 

was a soul to it. A soul that was vibrant, contagious and 

exuberant. One could feel the vibrancy of Paradigm 

2K18 in whole campus of FMS, SRMS. 

Shri Ram Murti Smarak College of Engineering & 

Technology, Bareilly has organized the annual 

management event paradigm-2018 on 3rd April 2019. 

The event was named as “REVELABIS – UNLEASH 

POTENTIAL WITHIN” the event was embarked upon 

the lamp lighting ceremony of Maa Saraswati which was 

performed by the chief guest trust secretary Shri Aditya 

Murti, HOD (MBA) Mr. Anuj Kumar, Smt. Richa Murti, 

Trust Administrator Er. Subhash Mehra, Dean 

Academics Dr. Prabhakar Gupta, Director Pharmacy Dr. 

Lalit Singh and head Training & Placement Dr. Anuj 

Saxena in guidance by the faculty coordinator Dr. 

Ankita Tandon and Mr. S.K. Suman. The event was 

managed by full batch of MBA 2017 and MBA 2018. 

President of Management Club Ms. Pratiksha Singh 

addressed the gathering by the welcome speech. 

The audiences were mesmerized by the dance 

performance on Ganesh Vandana by Aakash Srivastava 

and Shivam Kumar of MBA 1st year, as well as cultural 

song by the students of MBA. 

After this Mr. Anuj Kumar (HOD-MBA) welcomed all 

the dignitaries and promoted the event by saying that 

these types of activities helps to develop skills and 

leadership qualities among the students. 

Secretary Shri Aditya Murti addressed the gathering by 

accentuating the importance of this event in this 

industrial and globalized era and also wished for the 

successful conduction of paradigm 2019. 

The event has witnessed participation for 315 plus 

students of seventeen colleges of U.P. and Uttrakhand. 

The participants were present in the event from various 

colleges who participated into activities like Corporate 

Rangoli, Best Manager, Train Your Brain, Treasure 

Hunt, Mad Ads, Symbiosis and Business Plan. 

At last in the valedictory function Ayush Mehrotra vice 

president management club gave event report and 

thanked all the participants, dignitaries, faculty members 

and staff members for their contribution and support in 

the event. 
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 Students Corner 

 

“Jaago Re 2.0”; Round Up 

 
Tata Tea came back with its Jaago Re 2.0 campaign, 

“Alarm Bajne Se Pehle Jaago Re”; after a gap of 

three years. In 2008, the brand first launched its 

campaign under the  Jaago Re  theme. Back then the 

campaign focused on various topics ranging from 

corruption and bribery to voting and women 

empowerment. 

 

Recently, under the Jaago Re 2.0 theme, the brand 

has launched new campaigns under pre-activism 

(timely activism that happens prior to an event to 

prevent unfortunate circumstances from arising) 

focusing on topics like gender equality, gender 

sensitivity and helping parents understand the 

importance of sports in their children’s lives as much 

as education.  

 

Inequality is learnt. Equality needs teaching 

 

This film showcases an instance of gender inequality 

we often ignore. It depicts how we perpetuate the 

notion of women being the weaker sex and inferior 

to men. This is done through a simple conversation 

that a father has with his son after the boy loses to a 

girl in an obstacle race. Through the film, the brand 

aims to educate and drive awareness on the topic of 

gender equality. 
 

A message for all parents... 
 

Through this film, the Jaago Re 2.0 campaign 

highlights the growing issue of depression and 

suicidal tendencies among students as a result of the 

tremendous pressure to deliver when it comes to 

education. As parents, it is imperative to be 

conscious of the stress children experience and help 

ease their burden before it’s too late. 

Shivnandan Sukula 

MBA-2017 
 

  
 

Faculty Arena 

The General Election of India 

In a democratic country, government must take a 

verdict of the people from time to time. When it 

contemplates a change in policy, it becomes 

necessary to know what people think about it. Also it 

may be necessary to consult the people as a routine 

measure, after intervals, fixed by the statue. For this 

purpose elections are held all over the country and 

people are asked to cast their votes for or against 

certain measure. 

The existing popular assemblies are dissolved, and 

they are re-constituted on the basis of a general 

election. Usually people vote on party lines. Where 

there is only one party, as it was in the former Soviet 

Union and in the present-day communist China, votes 

are cast for or against the party candidate. Policies 

are decided or the basis of such voting. 

In our country, a general election is held normally 

after five years. But if a Prime Minister contemplate 

a new line of policy, he or she may seek mandate 

from the people even before the expiry of five years, 

as Mrs. Indira Gandhi did in 1971. 

For the purpose of elections, the country is divided 

into a large number of constituencies. These 

constituencies are asked to elect their representatives. 

Each party puts its own candidates for election. 

When the candidates have submitted their nomination 

papers by the prescribed date, after the scrutiny of 

nomination papers are finished, dates for election are 

announced and the electoral machinery begins to 

function. 

The candidates or their agents go from house to 

house, canvassing votes. The party bosses are active 

and hold public meetings to explain to the people 

what they stand for. Each party uses every argument 

and influence to convince the electorate that it alone 

is right and can deliver the goods. 

At one time voters were bribed, persuaded or 

threatened. But now this is not much in evidence. For 

malpractices during election are strictly forbidden 

and the whole election may be counter-manded or 

annulled (cancelled) if such a corrupt charge is 

proved for there is the three man election commission 

to oversee the entire election process. 
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A prominent and eye-catching feature of election 

propaganda is by flaunting posters on houses and 

banners across the streets as also hoardings with 

flags and slogans and symbols of the candidates and 

wall graphics. 

The Election Day is usually a general holiday. From 

morning, voters go their way to the polling-booths 

where long queue are formed to ensure orderly 

voting. Voters move up to the ballot box after 

running through proper formalities and cast their 

votes according to their preference. 

To obviate false voting, the forefinger of the voter is 

marked with an indelible ink spot and his signature is 

taken, after check-up by the rival polling agents. The 

system to be followed in the next General Election is 

to supply each voter with a photo identity card which 

he must have to produce to the polling officer on 

compulsion. 

Some take their voting as a serious duty; others are 

in a more light-hearted mood. The Election 

Conducting Officers as well as candidates go from 

one both to another as if to remind their existence, 

for canvassing on that day is strictly forbidden. 

Serious complaints about malpractices are sent up to 

the Election Tribunal. 

After the voting is over, the ballot boxes are sealed 

and taken to the proper place for counting. This is the 

most important and exciting of all days. The issue is 

to be decided. The candidates are on the tenterhook 

of suspense. 

The Lazy Man and the God’s Plan 

 
Once upon a time, there was a very lazy man who 

would always look for an easier way to feed himself. 

One day while he was searching for something to 

eat, he saw the fruit farm. He looked around and 

didn’t see anyone guarding the fruits on the tree, he 

quickly decided to steal some fruits. But as soon as 

he walked into the farm and started to climb the tree, 

the farmer saw him and started coming at him to  

to catch him. The lazy man saw the farmer coming at 

him with a stick, he got afraid and ran towards the 

forest nearby and went inside it to hide. 

After some time when he felt he started to move on 

from the forest and while passing through, he saw the 

wonderful scene. There was a fox. It had only two 

legs and still was crawling on them happily. The lazy 

man thought, how can this fox stay alive in such 

condition?! The fox can’t run, how he must be able to 

feed himself or stay alive from the threat of other 

animals. 

Suddenly, he saw the lion coming towards the fox 

with a piece of meat already in his mouth. All the 

animals ran away and the lazy man climbed up on the 

tree to save himself but, the fox stayed there only, he 

didn’t have the ability to run on two legs. But what 

happened next surprised the lazy man. The lion left a 

piece of meat which was in his mouth for the fox! 

The lazy man felt happy seeing god’s play. He 

thought the god who is the creator of all, always has a 

plan set to take care of what he created. He felt that 

god must have something planned for him too. So, he 

left that place and sat somewhere away alone waiting 

for someone to feed him too. As time starting to pass, 

he kept looking at the road, waiting for his food. He 

waited there for 2 days without any food! Finally, he 

couldn’t bear the hunger and started to leave. 

He met an old sage (a wise person famed for 

wisdom) on the way. He told everything happened to 

the sage. The sage first gave him some food and 

water. After having it, the lazy man asked the sage, 

“oh wise one, the god had shown his mercy on the 

crippled fox, but why the god was so cruel to me?” 

The old sage with a smile said, “True that the creator 

has a plan for everyone. You are obviously a part of 

the god’s plan. But Son, You took his sign in a wrong 

way. He didn’t want you to be like the fox. He 

wanted you to be like the Lion”. 

Moral: Often we misunderstand the signs. God has 

given everyone a strength and ability to do their part. 

Always learn to see the things in a positive way and 

see yourself in a strong position to help the ones who 

need. Don’t go for the easy choice. Make a right 

choice. 

Jyoti Prakash Das 

SRMS FMS 

 

 

  

https://www.moralstories.org/lazy-man-gods-plan/
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